In the traditional Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation (MMAE) algorithm, the extended Kalman filter has theoretical limitations, and the establishment of accurate aircraft mathematical model is almost impossible. In this paper, the Kernel Adaptive Filter (KAF) is introduced to replace the Kalman filter, a new multi-model adaptive estimation fault diagnosis method is proposed. Based on the kernel methods, the complex nonlinear system is mapped to the highdimensional feature space, then the adaptive filter is designed in the high-dimensional feature space without the need to know the system model in advance. After training of KAF using the offline input control signal and output flight states measurement with noise, the estimation of real flight states values and actuator fault detection and isolation can be realized online. The simulation results show good performance of new fault diagnosis method in actuator fault diagnosis.
INTRODUCTION
With the increasing requirement for flight safety and maneuverability of modern aircraft, the design of multieffectors has become the future direction of development [1] . The redundancy control with multi-effectors can improve the flight performance, however, which also inevitably causes the increase of actuator's fault probability. At this point, it is of great importance to realize effective fault-tolerant control via control allocation techniques, and the key to that is the realization of fault detection in real time and rapid isolation of fault.
At present, there are two main methods for fault diagnosis, including model-based methods and parametric approach [2] [3] [4] [5] . The analytical model-based method is the most commonly used method for fault diagnosis. If the system mathematical model is known, state estimation method can realize the effective fault diagnosis. On the basis of multiple model adaptive estimation which belongs to state estimation method, Ducard et al. proposed the Extended Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation (EMMAE) by introducing the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to detect and isolate typical faults of the aircraft's control surface, the results can reach expected effect. However, the calculation of accurate aircraft model is essential for EKF in [6] . Due to the complexity of aircraft with multi-effectors, accurate mathematic model of aircraft is difficult to be calculated, which makes the application of EKF is restricted.
Meanwhile, many new methods have been proposed to realize fault diagnosis in recent years. Among them, the algorithm based on kernel method have attracted much attention, which have the following advantages [7] [8]:
1. The kernel method can solve nonlinear problems in high-dimensional space using traditional linear algorithms; 2. No need for accurate analytical model of system; 3. The simple structure of algorithm can reduce the computation time.
Theoretically, the adaptive filters based on kernel method are universal approximators without the local minima. Therefore, a variety of nonlinear kernel adaptive filtering algorithms have been developed in the last few years: Liu proposed the Kernel Least Mean Square (KLMS) algorithm in [9] , and has discussed the regularity of algorithm; Bouboulis [10] proposed a Complex Least Mean Square algorithm. Engel proposed the Kernel Recursive Least Square (KRLS) algorithm in [11] .
Therefore, this paper introduces the KRLS filter into the MMAE method to detect the typical fault of the aircraft's actuator without the need to calculating precise aircraft mathematical model. The adaptive filter is trained by the kernel method, and the filter parameters are optimized by the genetic algorithm. By testing with fault data online, the flight state of aircraft can be estimated online using the trained kernel adaptive filter, then the mature and accurate fault judgement method is used to complete the fault detection and isolation of the actuator fault. Finally, simulation results show the effectiveness of the new method.
II. MULTI-EFFECTORS AIRCRAFT MODELING
The dynamic equations of the multi-effectors aircraft in this paper are as follows [6] : The actual input of the aircraft can be written as: 
III. KERNEL ADAPTIVE FILTER
A typical lateral linear adaptive filter is shown in Fig. 2 : Where ( )
denotes the weighting coefficient of filter, and i represents discrete time. After input of data () i u into the filter, actual output signal () Yi is obtained by means of weighted calculation, then the error signal () ei can be calculated via comparing desired signal () di with () Yi . Finally, the weighting coefficient can be adjusted adaptively using () ei . The mathematical model between inputs and desired outputs can be written as:
The basic principle of the kernel method is to transform the input data () i u from the original data space to the highdimensional feature space
In essence, the new feature space belongs to the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space. In this feature space, the inner product operation of () i  can be expressed as (5) using the kernel function which satisfies the Mercer theorem [11] :
can be computed as:
It can be seen from (7) that the weighting coefficient is defined as a linear combination of input data.
When input data () i u becomes available, the output of filter can be calculated as:
It can be seen from equation (7) that there is matrix inversion computation in each updating of coefficient matrix. In order to simplify the calculation procedure, the () i a is generally calculated using the following iterative method [12] :
In addition, network size and dimension of kernel matrix will increase with the number of training data. In order to reduce the complexity of matrix inversion computation, a number of dimensional-reduction methods have been proposed. This paper uses the Approximate Linear Dependency (ALD) proposed in [11] . The ALD can simplify the complexity of KRLS by calculating the linear dependency between new input-output pair { , } ii ud with present dictionary.
The ALD test function is written as follow:
Suppose the dictionary is 11 The least squares solution of (12) is: 
The new data will be inserted into dictionary if i  is larger than preset threshold v in ALD. If i  is smaller than v , indicating that there is obvious linear correlativity between new data and old data in dictionary, so that new data should be rejected. As a result, the sparsification of training data will be realization with moderate computational complexity of the algorithm.
IV. KAF MULTIPLE-MODEL FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHOD
In order to overcome the difficulty to calculate accurate model of aircraft, this paper replaces the EKF banks with the KAF banks in the traditional MMAE. The structure of new fault diagnosis method is shown in Fig. 3 : The new method needs to train 1 th m + KAF, corresponding to no fault scenario and th m type of actuator faults. The weight coefficient of kernel adaptive filter will be locked through training offline.
For KAF, the input for training is the controller signals of five actuators: 
A. Simulation Conditions
The simulation model in this paper is an aircraft with a rudder, two aileron and elevator as shown in (1) 
B. KAF Parameters Selection and Training Results
The Gaussian kernel
is chosen as the kernel function of KAF, where a is called the kernel parameter needed to be specified.
The KRLS algorithm used in this paper has two parameters a and the threshold v of ALD that need to be adjusted. The traditional genetic algorithm is used to optimize these parameters. The searching scope of a and v are set as [0.01,70] and [1E-7,1E-2] respectively.
The
leave-one-out cross-validation function [8] ˆ pqr,respectively. When we train the KAF to estimate five flight states, there will be performance difference in the estimation results of different states using KAF with the same filter parameters.
It is necessary to use genetic algorithm to optimize the parameters of KAF corresponding to the five different flight states respectively. The result of optimization is shown in 
C. Simulation of Fault Diagnosis Testing
After training to determine weighting coefficient of KAF, the performance of the fault diagnosis can be tested via detecting the online fault signal. The simulation of testing is set for 300s with following fault signal:
1. 10 ts =~40s , the left elevator is stuck at -20 ; 2.
70 ts =~100s , the right elevator is stuck at -10 ; 3.
130 ts =~160s , the rudder is stuck at 3 ; 4. 190 ts =~220s , the left aileron is stuck at -15 ; 5. 250 ts =~280s , the right aileron is stuck at 20 . Fig. 6 shows the fault probability calculated by different fault diagnosis method. The black line denotes the real fault probability of test data, the blue line denotes the detected fault probability via EMMAE in [6] and the red line is the fault probability detected by KAF fault diagnosis method proposed in this paper. If the probability exceeds 90% in corresponding fault scenario, the corresponding actuator is detected as fault. If the probability is less than 5%, the fault is considered as removed.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 , the KAF fault diagnosis method proposed in this paper can accurately detect different actuator fault in a short time. Compared with the EMMAE method proposed in [6] , the false alarm rate and diagnosis time of new method are both better than EMMAE. TABLE II lists the comparison in fault detection time and removal time between two fault diagnosis methods. It can be seen more clearly that the KAF method have greatly improved the accuracy and detection speed of the fault diagnosis. Figure 7 shows the flight state estimation calculated by two fault diagnosis methods. The black line is the true value of the flight state, the green line is the measurement value with noise, the blue line is the state estimation value of EMMAE, and the red line is the output result of KAF method. It can be seen that there are both errors when comparing true value with the state estimation of two method, but overall, the result of KAF method is smoother than EMMAE, indicating that its filtering effect is better than EMMAE. However, in some parts, for example, from 130s to 190s in Figure 9(d) , the error of the KAF method is larger than EMMAE. The reason maybe that the training of the kernel adaptive filter has not met the optimal result, it is mainly related to the filter parameters and the selected kernel adaptive filtering algorithm. Theoretically, the KRLS algorithm can perfectly fit the nonlinear model of aircraft by selecting appropriate filter parameters or having algorithm improvements, such as introducing the forgetting factor and selecting different dimensionality reduction methods. Therefore, if more suitable KAF algorithm for actuator fault diagnostic can be found, the estimation accuracy of filter will be further improved. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new multi-model fault diagnosis method based on kernel adaptive filtering is proposed. The optimal filter parameter set of KAF has been found using the genetic algorithm. On the basis of the offline training and online fault diagnosis, the typical actuator faults of multi-effectors aircraft can be effectively detected in real time. The new fault diagnosis method has expanded the application range of KAF, improved performance of the traditional MMAE method, and avoided the calculation of accurate aircraft model. At the same time, the KAF-based method has also improved the accuracy and speed of fault diagnosis and reduced the calculation amount of the diagnosis process.
